In three experiments the direction of motion after-effect (MAE) is measured following adaptation to two gratings moving in different directions presented in alternation (component-induced MAEs: CMAEs), and to moving plaid patterns composed of superimposed pairs of these gratings (plaid-induced MAEs; PMAEs). These MAEs are compared to: (i) the vector sum direction of the component gratings; (ii) the IOC-predicted direction of the plaids; and (iii) the perceived direction of the plaids as reported by observers. Contrary to previous findings (Burke D, Wenderoth P. Vis Res 1993;33:351 -9), directions of PMAEs are shown to approximate the vector sum direction of the components, whereas directions of CMAEs are shown to approximate the mean (unweighted) direction of the components. This difference is attributed to the activity, and adaptation, of an additional population of neurones whose stimulus), or a counterphase moving plaid (a combined Fourier and non-Fourier stimulus), rules out the possibility that the discrepancy between PMAE direction and actual plaid direction is due to the use of test stimuli that do not adequately reflect adaptation by the Fourier and non-Fourier components of the adapting plaids (HR, Ferrera VP, Yo C. Vis Neurosci 1992;9:79-97). Various explanations of this paradoxical result are discussed, including: (i) that MAEs produced by Fourier components out-weigh (and possibly even mask) MAEs produced by non-Fourier plaid components; (ii) PMAEs are influenced by adaptation of a population of component-selective neurones that do not contribute to plaid perception; and, (iii) PMAEs are influenced by component-specific adaptation effects that are weighted according to relative component sensitivity, rather than relative component speed (Pantle A. Vis Res 14; 1974 :1229. We review psychophysical and neurophysiological evidence consistent with these explanations.
Introduction

Percei6ed plaid direction and direction of plaid-induced MAEs
When moving gratings of different orientation are superimposed the resultant perception is typically of a coherent plaid pattern moving in a single direction and speed. The perceived direction of plaid motion is predicted by an intersection-of-constraints (IOC) computation that can be implemented by two successive stages of motion processing: an initial extraction of the separate families of motion vectors consistent with the spatial displacement of each Fourier component (two luminance modulated gratings), followed by determination of the single plaid motion vector consistent with both Fourier components [4] . Movshon et al. [5] speculate that oriented motion-sensitive neurones of V1 ('component-selective' neurones) extract the motion of Fourier components whereas non-oriented, motion-sensitive neurones of MT ('pattern-selective' neurones) code for plaid motion.
An alternative two-stage explanation is that of Wilson et al. [2] in which the non-Fourier components of a stimulus are extracted in parallel to the Fourier components, and the two combined to give a resultant direction of motion corresponding to the vector sum of the non-Fourier and Fourier motions. The non-Fourier components of plaids are patterns of contrast modulation that are oriented 0 and 90°, with respect to the Fourier components (assuming that the Fourier components in question are symmetrically oriented around 0°, and are of the same spatial frequency). The fact that the orientation and motion of these non-Fourier components are visible suggests the existence of non-linearities in the outputs of first-order, component-selective neurones (e.g. rectification, squaring) that are subsequently detected by oriented second-order mechanisms of lower spatial-frequency. According to Wilson et al. [2] , the motions of Fourier plaid components might be extracted by component-selective neurones of V1, while the motions of non-Fourier plaid components might be extracted by neurones of V2, with outputs from both populations of neurones converging on pattern-selective neurones in MT.
While both explanations of plaid perception outlined above can account for the accurate computation of plaid motion under various circumstances, the question of which (if either) is actually implemented in human vision must be based on their ability to accurately predict perceived plaid motion. Ferrera and Wilson [6, 7] distinguished between three types of plaid: (i) type I symmetrical plaids in which component directions are symmetrical about plaid direction; (ii) type I asymmetrical plaids in which component directions are asymmetrical about plaid direction; and, (iii) type II plaids in which component directions are both to the left (or right) of plaid direction. It has been shown that the perceived direction of type II plaids is consistently biased towards the direction of plaid components [8] , suggesting that the source of plaid directional deviations is in some way related to the activity of component-selective neurones. In the context of IOC-type explanations these directional deviations might reflect inhibition between component-selective neurones resulting in 'repulsion' between component directions [1, 8, 9] , or, alternatively, biases in the weighting of component motion over pattern motion [10, 11] . In the model of Ferra and [2] , the directional deviations are more readily explained as a result of the vector sum computations performed on type II Fourier and nonFourier components. Specifically, with type II plaids the motion vector describing Fourier component motion is tilted further from IOC-predicted plaid direction than the motion vector describing non-Fourier component motion; hence, the perceived bias towards Fourier component directions.
We propose to test the general proposition that there exist two serial motion-processing stages, and also address the issue of a non-Fourier contribution to perception of plaid motion, by comparing the direction of MAEs following adaptation to plaid components presented in alternation (CMAEs), with the direction of MAEs following adaptation to moving plaid patterns constructed from these components (PMAEs), with resultant MAEs tested using both Fourier and Fourierplus-non-Fourier test patterns. We compare directions of resultant PMAEs and CMAEs against: (i) the vector sum direction of the component gratings; (ii) the IOCpredicted direction of the plaids; and (iii) the perceived direction of the plaids as reported by observers.
Methods
Grating and plaid stimuli were generated by a Samsung 500 PC interfaced via a PIP 8-bit Matrox board to a high resolution BARCO (CD 233) monitor on which they were displayed. The monitor was gamma-corrected using a Hagner Photometer. The gratings were sinusoids that were produced and moved via a look-up table technique. The spatial-frequency (2 c°− 1 ), contrast (60%), and mean luminance (23 cd m − 2 ) of these gratings was held constant (except in experiment 3).
Superimposition of symmetrically-oriented pairs of the gratings to produce plaids was achieved by spatial interleaving [7] , in which the luminance of 'even' pixels was varied over time to produce motion of one of the gratings, and the luminance of 'odd' pixels was varied to produce the motion of the other grating. Following this interleaving the effective component grating contrast was 30%, and peak plaid contrast was 60%. All stimuli were presented within a circular aperture 4.0°in diameter with a circular fixation spot (a 'bullseye' 0.3°i n diameter) present in the centre of the aperture. Observers were tested in a darkened enclosure with ambient illumination provided solely by the monitor. Head movements were minimised by a chin rest, and the distance between chin rest and monitor was fixed at 1.53 m.
Percei6ed plaid direction
In experiment 1 (pre-test), perceived plaid direction was indicated by observers by moving a directional pointer around the perimeter of the test aperture. The directional pointer consisted of a 0.22°dot. In each test trial the directional pointer was presented initially in a random position 20°(left or right of vertical) just outside the perimeter of the upper hemicircle of the test aperture. The directional pointer could be moved by observers in 1.0°steps by left/right button presses of a Microsoft computer mouse.
Plaids were presented to observers in a single session of 18× 15 s trials; i.e. each plaid was presented three times in random order within the single session. During each trial, observers were required to align the directional pointer with the perceived direction of the plaid. Observers' responses were recorded as the final position (expressed as radial degrees from vertical) of the directional pointer at the end of each 15 s trial. Each trial was followed by a 10 s rest phase during which only a blank field (with a fixation spot) was displayed (see Fig.  1 ). 
Percei6ed MAE direction
In all experiments, the circular aperture within which the moving gratings and plaids were presented was surrounded by a band of circular dots ('anchoring' dots) varying in size from 0.1°to 0.4°in diameter (see Fig. 2(A, B) ). Directions of resultant MAEs were tested with a stationary field of randomly-spaced circular dots varying in size from 0.1°to 0.4°in diameter. The test field was presented within the same circular aperture, and encircled by the same band of 'anchoring' dots used during adaptation. The band of 'anchoring' dots provided a stationary reference [12, 13] .
In experiment 1, the duration of plaid adaptation was 6 min while the total duration of component adaptation was 12 min (i.e. 6 min for each grating component), to keep total duration of adaptation to component motion constant in the two conditions. In Experiments 2 and 3, the duration of plaid adaptation was 5 min while the total duration of component adaptation was 10 min (i.e. 5 min for each grating component). Overall duration was shortened because it was observed in experiment 1 that MAE direction stabilised quite quickly (i.e. within about 2 min of adaptation).
MAE direction was indicated by observers moving a directional pointer (consisting of a 0.2°dot; see Fig.  2(C) ) around the perimeter of the band of anchoring dots by left/right button presses. MAE direction was tested once every min during plaid adaptation, and tested once every 2 min during component adaptation. MAEs were tested with the stationary test field of random dots, and subjects were given 5 s to make this response. In experiment 2 a counterphase plaid (with a 2 c s − 1 rate of modulation) was also employed as a test pattern. The counterphase plaid was constructed of identical component gratings to those of the adapting plaids. The final position of the directional pointer at the end of each 5 s test phase was recorded. In order to ensure dissipation of adaptation effects, a rest interval of 2 min was provided after each phase of adaptation [14, 15] . To avoid the possibility that during component adaptation CMAEs were influenced by recency effects associated with adaptation to the component viewed immediately prior to the test stimulus, the order of component alternation was reversed for each trial.
Experiment 1
The percei6ed direction of mo6ing plaids
To allow meaningful interpretation of directions of PMAEs, it is necessary to measure perceived directions of the inducing plaids. In the pre-test phase of experiment 1, perceived plaid direction is measured as IOCpredicted plaid direction is manipulated (15°, 30°, and 50°from vertical), while mean component direction is kept constant at vertical (0°). To produce these plaid directions, a 2:1 ratio of component speed is used, and the direction of the components made either 950°, 9 30°, or 9 15°, from vertical, respectively (see Fig.  1 (A, B, C)). In the MAE test phase, the direction of PMAEs is measured for these same plaids, and these directions compared to CMAEs resulting from alternating component adaptation.
Method
Seven observers participated. All had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. Six gratings (9 15°, 9 30°, and 950°from horizontal, with direction of motion upwards and perpendicular to orientation) were used. The temporal frequency of gratings was either 2 c s − 1 ('slow' component speed=1°s
). Superimposition of symmetrically-oriented pairs of the gratings produced six plaids (examples of these are shown in Fig. 1 (A, B, C)). Each plaid was composed of gratings of dissimilar speed, by combination of a 'slow' and 'fast' component; one moving in a direction to the left of vertical; the other moving in a direction to the right of vertical.
The 2:1 ratio of relative component speed resulted in plaids designed to move away from vertically-upwards (the IOC-predicted direction) and towards that of the 'fast' component. According to the IOC rule, the 15°g rating plaids moved in a direction either + 50°(i.e. to the right) or − 50°(i.e. to the left) from vertical (these were 50°type II plaids); the 30°grating plaids moved in a direction either − 30°or +30°from vertical (these were 30°'intermediate-type' plaids; i.e. neither type I nor type II); and, the 50°grating plaids moved in a direction either + 15°of − 15°from vertical (these were 15°type I plaids). Since component orientation varied while relative component speed remained constant (2:1), the IOC rule predicted variations in resultant plaid speed [7, 16] ; the 30°plaids appeared to move more slowly than the 15 and 50°plaids that appeared to move at the same speed.
To measure perceived plaid direction, each of the six plaids were presented to observers in a single session of 18×15 s trials; i.e. each plaid was presented three times in random order within the single session. The measurement of PMAE direction was carried out in two separate sessions. In each session six blocks, each consisting of two interleaved adaptation and MAE test phases were completed using either moving plaids or moving component gratings. Observers viewed the 50°, 30°, or 15°plaids, or their 9 15°, 9 30°, or 9 50°grating components in alternation (8 s alternations, with ISI of 0.5 s, were used). In each block, six measures of MAE direction were taken. In these blocks the three plaids or the three pairs of component gratings, were tested in random order. The order of presentation of the two sessions was counterbalanced across observers; half the observers adapted to the right-moving plaids and rightfast/left-slow gratings first, and the remainder adapted to the left-moving plaids and left-fast/right-slow gratings first. Since most of the observers had never experienced an MAE, a practice session was provided.
Results and discussion
Percei6ed plaid direction
Perceived plaid direction was measured in degrees from vertical. Data for leftwards-and rightwards-moving versions of each plaid were similar, so the two conditions were combined for analysis. Mean directional judgements were converted into deviation scores by subtraction from IOC-predicted directions, with positive values indicating deviations towards the vector sum component direction, and negative values indicating deviations away from the vector sum direction. Deviation scores were analysed by the following pairwise comparisons: (i) 15°plaids versus 30°plaids; (ii) 15°plaids versus 50°plaids; (iii) 30°plaids versus 50°p laids. Deviations from IOC-predicted directions reported with 50°plaids were significantly greater than deviations reported with either 15°plaids (F(1,12)= 16.56, PB 0.01) or 30°plaids (F(1,12)= 8.96, PB 0.05). Inspection of Fig. 3 reveals that directional deviations with 50°(type II) plaids were towards the vector sum direction of the components. Smaller directional deviations were obtained with the 30°plaids (which were 'intermediate' type I plaids). These directional deviations are consistent with previous reports [6, 7] , and support the proposition that IOC-type computations cannot fully explain plaid perception.
Percei6ed MAE direction
Directions of MAEs were expressed in degrees from vertical. MAE directions consistent with plaid adaptation (i.e. in directions away from vertical and opposite to plaid direction) were taken as positive; MAE directions to the other side of vertical were taken as negative. Since a certain duration of adaptation was required in order to establish consistent MAEs, the data from only the last three test trials (of the total six) for each adaptation block were used in analyses. MAE data were analysed via a two-way, repeated-measures ANOVA with Plaid Direction (three levels; 15°, 30°, and 50°) and adaptation type (two levels; component adaptation and plaid adaptation) as factors. The ANOVA revealed only a significant main effect of adaptation type (F(1,6) = 21.07, P B 0.005), shown in Fig. 3 . Also shown in this figure are three possible outcomes (in dashed line):(i) Direction opposite to component vector sum; (ii) direction opposite to IOC-predicted plaid direction; (iii) direction opposite to perceived plaid direction as reported in the pre-test.
Inspection of Fig. 3 reveals that directions of CMAEs corresponded closely to mean component direction (vertically downwards), rather than vector sum direction. Fig. 3 also shows that PMAEs were not consistent with either IOC-predicted plaid direction nor perceived plaid direction. Instead, for all plaid stimuli, PMAEs were biased approximately 13°away from vertical and in a direction opposite to the direction of the plaid. That is, these shifts were not proportional to either predicted or perceived plaid direction, and nor were these shifts directly related to vector sum direction.
A possible factor contributing to this unexpected finding is that the change in plaid direction from 15 to 50°was confounded with change in component direction. Mather [17] observed that magnitude of MAEs following adaptation to two similar directions of motion (e.g. 915°) is greater than following adaptation to two very different directions of motion (e.g. 9 50°). He suggested that similar directions of adaptation would stimulate a population of neurones maximally sensitive to directions midway between grating directions (see Fig. 4 ). Applying the reasoning of Mather [17] ,it follows that the degree of summation of component-specific adaptation would be greater for the 50°plaid (with 9 15°components) than for the 15°plaid (with 9 50°c omponents). This would result in an increase in magnitude of vertically-downwards MAEs for the 50°plaid and might serve to null the effects of plaid direction expected with this plaid.
Experiment 2
Directions of plaid-induced MAEs as a function of component grating speed
We control for the confound between plaid direction and component direction described above by using adapting plaids in which the directions of each component are kept constant (at 930°) with changes made to IOC-predicted plaid direction by manipulating relative component speed.
Since the test patterns used in this experiment (as well as experiment 1) are randomly positioned and sized dots which contain Fourier energy at all orientations, it follows that these test stimuli can only measure the adaptation of Fourier mechanisms; presumably, adaptation of component-selective neurones (Cropper, personal communication) . This is a potential confound in the context of the model described by Wilson et al. [2] in that the model proposes a contribution to plaid perception from both Fourier and non-Fourier mechanisms. This issue is addressed in the present experiment by including a counterphase plaid test stimulus which is: (i) moving rather than static; (ii) contains nonFourier energy; and (iii) possesses an ambiguous direction of motion (i.e. motion is equally in one direction relative to the opposite direction). The test plaid contains Fourier and non-Fourier component orientations identical to those employed during adaptation (i.e. Fourier-component orientations of \ 30°; non-Fouriercomponent orientations of 0°and 90°), but with the Component vectors corresponding to the resultant (R) plaid moving 15°from vertical (with 9 50°components), and the resultant (R) plaid moving 50°from vertical (with 915°components), are shown in (A) and (B), respectively. These component directions are related to the peak activity of populations of directionally-selective neurones; the activity of these populations is illustrated as polar plots in (C) (for the 15°plaid), and in (D) (for the 50°plaid). Direction-selective neurones that respond simultaneously to both components are tuned to directions described by the overlapping regions of the polar plots: These overlapping regions are filled in (C) and (D) for clarity. Due to the smaller component angular separation associated with the 50°p laid relative to the 15°plaid, a larger number of component-selective neurones, with peak sensitivity to vertical motion, are stimulated and adapted by the components of the 50°plaid, leading to increased magnitude of component-specific adaptation vertically-downwards.
Fourier components presented in counterphase. (Pilot testing conducted on the first author indicated that the strongest PMAEs could be obtained at a modulation rate of approximately 2 c s − 1
.) The rationale for using counterphase components is that they have been shown to produce significant MAEs following adaptation to non-Fourier stimuli [18, 19] , where use of static gratings has generally failed to do so [20, 21] . This makes a counterphase plaid an ideal test stimulus with which to measure adaptation effects produced by both Fourier and non-Fourier plaid components.
Method
Eight observers participated, three of whom took part in experiment 1. Three plaids were produced by superimposition of 2 c°− 1 gratings oriented 930°a round vertical. The directions of these plaids were 11°, 30°, and 47°from vertical, 2 produced by relative component speeds of 1.25:1 (4.0°s − 1 and 3.2°s ), respectively. The relative speeds of particular component pairs were chosen so that they averaged approximately 4°s
(as far as the limitations in speed-resolution the equipment would allow). Both leftwards-moving (fast leftwards component, slow rightwards component) and rightwards-moving (slow leftwards component, fast rightwards component) versions of each plaid, and component grating pairs, were generated. Since the results of experiment 1 for leftwards-and rightwards-moving versions of the adapting stimuli were the same, each observer in the present experiment was adapted to only leftwards-or rightwards-moving versions of the plaids, and corresponding plaid-component pairs, in a single session. A practice session was provided to observers. All eight subjects were tested with the Fourier stimulus (the static random-dot field), and five of these subjects were also tested with the Fourier-plus-non-Fourier stimulus (the counterphase plaid).
Results and discussion
Directions of MAE with Fourier test stimuli were analysed via a two-way, repeated-measures ANOVA with Plaid Direction (three levels; 11°, 30°, and 47°) and adaptation type (two levels; component adaptation and plaid adaptation) as factors. The ANOVA revealed significant main effects of plaid direction (F(2,14) = 11.48, P B 0.005), and adaptation type (F(1,7) = 22.34, P B0.005), as well as a significant interaction between these factors (F(2,14)=6.32, P B0.05). The significant interaction between plaid direction and adaptation type is shown in Fig. 5 . While directions of CMAEs were approximately vertically-downwards, in the direction opposite to the mean direction of the components, directions of PMAEs were closer to the vector sum of the component directions; that is, proportional to, but substantially different from, both IOC-predicted and perceived plaid direction.
According to Wilson et al. [2] , the PMAEs obtained with Fourier test stimuli would be expected to reveal adaptation of only the Fourier mechanisms involved in plaid perception (i.e. component-selective neurones in V1). The prediction from this is that directions of PMAEs should corresponded to the vector sum of the Fourier components. This was 3.7, 10.9, and 19.1°from vertical, for the 11, 30, and 47°plaids, respectively. Actual directions of PMAEs were consistent with this prediction: 3, 16, and 24°from vertical. However, as is evident in Fig. 6 , use of a counterphase plaid test stimulus, which was expected to reveal the effects of adaptation to both Fourier and non-Fourier motions, had little effect on resultant PMAE directions. It is concluded from this that the choice of test stimulus was not critical and, therefore, that failure to adapt nonFourier mechanisms cannot account for the results of experiment 2.
Experiment 3
Directions of plaid-induced MAEs as a function of relati6e component spatial frequency
The 
Method
Six observers participated, four of whom were in the previous experiments. Plaids were composed of pairs of upwards-moving gratings oriented 915°from horizontal. In each case, the speed of one grating was twice that of the other (2°s − 1 vs. 1°s fast/right-slow or right-fast/left-slow), and two were composed of 4 c°− 1 (left-oblique) and 1 c°− 1 (rightoblique) gratings (left-fast/right-slow or right-fast/leftslow). The procedure employed was identical to that used in experiment 3.
Results and discussion
Directions of PMAEs and CMAEs were averaged over the last three (of five total) trials in each block of adaptation. The data for left-oblique-fast/right-obliqueslow and right-oblique-fast/left-oblique-slow versions of each plaid, and component-grating pair, were combined. The data were analysed via a series of non-orthogonal, planned comparisons. The following comparisons were tested at a Bonferroni-adjusted alpha level of 0.033: ), no significant differences in PMAE and CMAE directions were obtained 3 : These were approximately 2°from vertical in the direction opposite to the direction of the faster component.
As a possible explanation of the results, a control study was conducted to measure the apparent coherence of the type II plaids used in experiment 3. The plaids were presented in random order for 1 s duration, and observers were instructed to indicate plaid non-coherence (using a button press) when two separate directions were perceived, and/or when two separate speeds of component motion were perceived. The 50°plaids composed of gratings of similar spatial-frequency were always reported as coherent. However, the 50°plaids composed of gratings of dissimilar spatial-frequency were generally reported as non-coherent (on average, coherence was reported for only 15% of trials). These results suggest that in the absence of plaid coherence, Stage-2 pattern-selective neurones are not stimulated and remain unadapted. Consistent with this is the finding that transparent, non-coherent plaids (as judged by human observers), result in decreased activity (by 42%) of pattern-selective neurones of monkey MT [22] . According to Wilson [23] , plaid composed of gratings of dissimilar spatial frequency will result in an absence of non-Fourier components, since the first-stage filters (possessing limited spatial-frequency bandwidth) will only respond to one or the other (but not both) of the Fourier components within these plaids. Hence, with these plaids, coherence would be based solely on the difference in orientation/direction of the Fourier components (this difference will always be twice that of the difference between any Fourier and non-Fourier component in a same-spatial-frequency plaid).
While it is true that some have reported that plaid coherence tolerates substantial differences in component spatial frequency [24] , it is important to note that perceived plaid coherence is strongly dependent on angular separation between components (with similar component directions, coherence increases; with dissimilar component directions, coherence diminishes, [25] ). For plaids possessing component directions similar to our own (60°apart), Kim and Wilson [25] report the presence of large, but consistent inter-subject differences in coherence judgements as spatial-frequency differences between the components are introduced.
Summary and conclusions
Directions of PMAEs and models of plaid perception
A counterintuitive prediction derived from the IOC computation is that two moving gratings, of sufficiently different speed, will superimpose to produce a type II plaid that moves in a direction to one side of both gratings. However, it has been shown that IOC predictions only hold for symmetrical and asymmetrical type I plaids: With type II plaids perceived direction is shifted away from the IOC-predicted direction and towards the direction of motion of the two components [8, 26] . In the pre-test phase of experiment 1, the directional deviations observed were replicated with type II plaids, and this finding was extended to plaids of 'intermediate' type; that is, with plaids having an IOCpredicted direction that is identical to one of its components (e.g. the 30°plaid).
The results of the MAE phase of experiment 1, in which IOC-predicted direction of plaid adaptation was manipulated by changing component directions, were not expected as PMAEs were not opposite (nor even proportional) to either IOC-predicted or perceived plaid direction, nor were they related to the vector sum of the components. In experiment 2, plaid direction was manipulated by changing relative component speed rather than relative component direction. This removed the potential confound between plaid direction and component direction, and resulted in PMAEs that were very close to the vector sum of the component directions. That these PMAEs were substantially different from CMAEs (the latter were typically in the direction opposite to mean component direction), lends support to the proposition that PMAEs involve the additional adaptation of neurones that code for plaid motion rather than component motion [1, 15] .
The above interpretation is complicated by the finding that while PMAEs were directly proportional to perceived and IOC-predicted plaid direction, they were not directly opposite to plaid direction. The paradox of having a direction of MAE that is different from the direction of the adapting stimulus may be attributed to the use Fourier test stimuli that would only reveal the adaptation of Fourier components. This was a potential limitation of Experiments 1 and 2, given that in at least one model of plaid perception [2] , both Fourier and non-Fourier plaid components are thought to play a role in determining plaid direction. However, the finding that a counterphase plaid test (a combined Fourier and non-Fourier stimulus) also resulted in PMAEs inconsistent with plaid direction, rules out the possibility that this discrepancy between PMAE direction and actual plaid direction is due to the use of test stimuli that do not test for adaptation of non-Fourier mechanisms. Three different explanations can be suggested of this paradoxical result:
It may be, for example, that MAEs produced by Fourier components out-weigh in magnitude (and possibly even mask) MAEs produced by non-Fourier plaid components. This would result in directions of PMAEs that are heavily biased towards the vector sum of the components (as found in experiment 2). The greater magnitude of Fourier MAEs could be taken into account by increasing the amplitude of modulation of the non-Fourier components such that the Fourier and non-Fourier components were equated for visibility. However, in the case of plaid patterns, the issue is difficult to resolve since the Fourier and non-Fourier components of a plaid are inexorably linked: (i) It is not possible to produce test stimuli that possess only non-Fourier energy; (ii) any attempt to reduce the salience of Fourier components in either the adapting or test plaids (e.g. by reducing the contrast of the component gratings) will also reduce the amplitude of non-Fourier components.
An alternative explanation of the results of experiment 2 is that the outputs of component-selective neurones are gated (and fail to lead to a perceptual state) by neurones that code for plaid direction. In this context, PMAEs measured in experiment 2 would reflect the adaptation of neurones (component-selective and pattern-selective) involved in plaid perception, in addition to component-selective neurones that do not contribute to plaid perception. This additional source of adaptation would result in PMAEs that are shifted away from plaid direction, and towards the vector sum direction of the components (as found in experiment 2). Gorea and Lorenceau [27] point out that the visual system first must gate, or otherwise compensate for motions signalled by component-selective neurones, and that such a process might require a substantial pattern signal strength. Similar arguments to these have been put forward to explain the presence of MAEs of normal strength obtained with binocular suppression of adapting stimuli [28, 29] . For example, O'Shea and Crassini [29] argued that while the mechanisms of binocular rivalry can gate the outputs of motion-sensitive neurones, this does not prevent the adaptation of these motion-sensitive neurones. Stoner and Albright [22] demonstrated that plaids judged as transparent and non-coherent by human observers resulted in decreased activity (by 42%) of pattern-selective MT neurones in monkeys. This was accompanied by an increase in sensitivity of these neurones to directions of plaid components. Furthermore, sensitivity of component-selective neurones to component directions increased under these same conditions. These data are consistent with a process of component-motion suppression and patternmotion facilitation during plaid coherence, and component-motion facilitation and pattern-motion suppression during plaid non-coherence.
A third explanation of the results of experiment 2 can be based on an analysis of MAE magnitude. It has been shown that MAEs are not proportional to adapting speed or temporal frequency. Instead, MAEs of the greatest magnitude typically occur with gratings moving at 5 c s − 1 [3] . This suggests that MAE magnitude is weighted on the basis of sensitivity to temporal frequency exhibited by motion-sensitive neurones. This weighting presents problems for all adapting plaids in which components are of different speed/temporal-frequency. For example, in order to produce the 50°type II plaids of experiment 2, a substantial temporal-frequency difference between component gratings was required (12.8 c s − 1 , versus 3.2 c s − 1 ). Given that peak MAE adaptation occurs at midway between these temporal frequencies, the relative difference between MAE magnitude with the fast and slow plaid components will be less than the IOC-predicted temporal-frequency difference between them. This will produce a bias in PMAE directions away from type II plaid direction, and towards component directions.
Directions of CMAEs
In all experiments, directions of CMAEs were approximately in the direction opposite to mean component direction. This is in accordance with Mather (1970, 1978) , Mather (1980) [17, 30, 31] distribution-of-activity model, but differs from the finding reported by [1] , that directions of CMAEs and PMAEs are identical. Burke and Wenderoth's finding is surprising for two reasons: Firstly, alternate presentation of components does not result in a global motion perception consistent with plaid direction; and second, others have reported that CMAEs resulting from alternating adaptation to different directions of grating motion and dot motion are in a direction that is approximately opposite to the mean direction of adaptation ( [13, 17] ).
An important difference between our stimuli and those of [1] might account for this discrepancy: The difference in component speeds in our experiment 2 (type II component speed ratio=4.0) was approximately four times greater than the difference in component speeds in Burke and Wenderoth's study (type II component speed ratio= 1.2). In the context of the MAE weighting argument outlined above, it follows that the magnitude of the separate MAEs induced by each component grating in our study would have underestimated to a greater extent the IOC-predicted speed difference between the gratings. Assuming that CMAEs are in fact consistent with plaid direction (even during alternating component adaptation), it follows that CMAEs in our study will have been closer to type I, symmetric plaid directions (and closer to mean component direction), than CMAEs in Burke and Wenderoth's study.
